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suit alleged that DCFS was in
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DCFS made 93 reform promises,
eider said, but has failed or
y will fail to live up to 42.
dunes for many of the reforms
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, DCFS is so far behind that
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dren for health problems and
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rvices such as drug treatment
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id neglect cases.
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But negotiations to resolve some
caseworker monitor no more than
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loads are supposed to drop to no
Schneider criticisms, issued an
more than 25 children or 20 famiangry response to the monitor's
lies by this July.
latest report
Yet, Schneider said some
"The report either overlooks or
caseworkers remain responsible
minimizes major improvements
for as many as 50 children. And
and reforms that have been imhe said the state's failure to start
plemented by DCFS, leaving the
hiring new caseworkers until last
erroneous impression that progMay caused a rushed and disorgaress is not being made," Ryder
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Some children's files were misplaced, and he said DCFS scramHe cited the department's sucbled to find office space and
cess in reducing workloads on
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messages."
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and negative attitude of the monitor's report."
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